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ABSTRACT
The steptorial is a new form of help system designed to assist new users in learning complex

applications. Steptorials provide examples of high level user goals within applications using a
hierarchical instruction set by breaking this goal into smaller goals, down to the level of
individual interface interactions.

Steptorials are unique in that they have they control structure of a reversible programming

language stepper, allowing the user to step over, step back over, or step into any instruction.
Further, the user may choose, at any time, to be shown how to do a step, be guided through it, or
to use the application interface without constraint. This allows for varying the autonomy of the
user at any step while reducing the risk of trying new operations.
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1.

Introduction
As the range of tasks that people want to do with computers expands we find ourselves

with more applications that address these desires. These applications can vary greatly in
complexity and the functionality. However, the help provided for these applications can be
ineffective in actually helping the user to learn the interface or the concepts it contains. Often
times the help is completely ignored, and is only referred to once the user is confused.
Here we introduce steptorials("stepper tutorials") as a new interaction strategy for
learning complex applications. A steptorial aims to teach the user to work through a simple, but
nontrivial, example of how the application would normally be used. Steptorials are unique in
that they present the instructions in a control structure like that of a reversible program stepper
and allow the user to vary the autonomy at any time. This is done by allowing the user to choose
whether they would like to see the step performed by simulated actions, be guided through it, use
the the application without constraint, or return to a previous step. It introduces a new paradigm
of mixed-initiative learning of application interfaces.
We would like to focus on four major issues that affect whether users will be able to make
effective use of provided help: autonomy, context, risk, and cognitive style.

Different forms of help provide levels of autonomy to the user. At one extreme, watching
a video affords the user no autonomy. The user can simply watch and stop the video. Similarly,
reading a manual is passive. The reluctance to give up control is a principle reason why users are
reluctant to view prepared materials before attempting to use an interface. Returning to these
resources after using the interface adds the complication that the user needs to figure out how to
get the state of their interface to match that of the interface in the help.
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At the other extreme, forms of help that are embedded in the application's interface
provide the most autonomy. The user is free to use any part of the application that they wish, and
bring up the help whenever they need. This is good if the subject of the help is localized to a
particular interface element, but becomes less helpful when the user has to consider patterns of
use that stretch across several interface elements. Between these two extremes, interactive
tutorials provide an intermediate level of autonomy, and are often preferable for that reason.
The second issue is context. Watching a video, reading a manual, or looking at help that
appears in different windows all take you out of the context of using the application. The user
then has to switch mentalities from leaming to applying when switching between the different
windows. In-place help, such as tool tips, and some forms of interactive tutorials, such as
stencils [3], are better at preserving relevant contexts of use. However, providing in-place help
can be constrained by screen real estate or the disadvantage of obscuring portions of the
interface.
The third problem is risk. When users cede autonomy to the help, they take the risk that
it may not be rewarded. Videos can go too fast to get an effective understanding or too slow,
boring the user. The user can be reluctant to launch a tutorial as they are not sure of how much
time they are committing to it. The user can turn to documentation for assistance, but it is
usually written in technical jargon and can leave the user confused and frustrated.
The last problem that we are considering is cognitive style. Users vary enormously in
their preferred style of learning. Some people are top-down learners. They like to understand
things conceptually before embarking on practical procedures. Others are bottom-up learners.
They need to start exploring and doing first. Conventional help doesn't provide enough
flexibility for learners of different cognitive styles.
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2. Related Research
Research on the use of tutorials in learning has been inconclusive. What is found in one study is
sometimes found untrue, or inconsequential when it comes to how people learn with tutorials in
another study. Yet tutorials are a crucial part of how people learn. Tutorials are provided in the
form of help documents to learn to use hardware and software, as sets of instructions to cook or
assemble furniture, or even as videos for any of these tasks.
Von Hooijdonk and Krahmer investigated the effect of different tutorial medium when
following procedural instructions[7]. The goal was to learn exercises that help to prevent
repetitive strain injuries. Participants were provided with instructions that were either text, a
single image, or a video, that demonstrated the exercise to be learned. They found that those
who were provided an image as instruction learned the exercise quickest and were able to
execute the exercise the fastest, followed by those who received video and text. However, those
who had received video instructions did better overall in performing the exercise correctly.
This coincides with the discussion by Ganier on the document design for procedural
instructions [1]. Ganier states that a mixed formatting of the instruction presentation can
improve the performance. Visual elements are identified more quickly when provided with an
image than with text. Similarly, actions performed on a physical appliance were performed more
quickly when instructions contained a combination of image and text, as opposed to either
individually.
In a study of the effectiveness of a Stencil based design, Kelleher and Pausch found that
participants who had the tutorial performed better [3]. The tutorial consisted of procedural
instructions describing how to use complex software application designed to teach computer
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programming. This approach would gray out all elements of the interface that weren't important
for the current instruction, and would actually prevent users from interacting with these grayed
out elements. The user would also be provided with a note with necessary information for this
instruction. Users who received the stencil tutorial were able to complete the tutorial with fewer

mistakes and in quicker time than those who had received a paper version of the tutorial. Both
groups performed equally well on a post-tutorial quiz, but the users of the paper tutorial were

more confident in their abilities.
However, in a study on the effect of internalizing and externalizing task-related
information, van Nimwegan et al., found that users who internalized information performed

better. Users were asked to use an application to plan the time and locations of speakers at a
conference while matching the constraints of the speakers and the venues. Users were provided

with an interface to drag speakers to the appropriate time and location. Those that were
externalizing task-related information had the added functionality that all available time and
location combinations that met the constraints of a speaker would turn green when a speaker was
clicked, while those that internalized had to keep track of this information themselves. Van
Nimwegan et al., found that there wasn't a significant difference in the time necessary to
complete the task. However, the internalization subjects performed the tasks more effectively,
using less superfluous moves. They also performed slightly better on a post experiment survey
of their knowledge of the task, and were more confident in their abilities.
This shows that the way that people learn and perform tasks is very complicated. Help must then
cater to the type of learner, whether they are top-down or bottom-up learners [5], as well as the specific
task and balancing how quickly versus correctly the user should learn it.
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3. Testing On An Application: Justify
We will be using the decision-support application Justify [2] to demonstrate steptorials.
Justify is a complex application that helps to manage structured online discussions. With nearly
five thousand interface operations, Justify comparable in complexity to other applications such
as Photoshop.
Justify is organized around threaded discussions composed of points, much like posts in
an online forum. Each point corresponds to a single fact, idea, or opinion. There are over one
hundred types of points, each representing the role of that point in the argument, such as pro or
con. Each point also has an assessment, which is the result of applying a rule, based on the type
of the point, in order to determine a possible decision for that point. This assessment also takes
into account the assessments of points below it. Because of this dependency, creating, editing,
and deleting points will propagate changes upwards to the points above them.
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Figure 1: Justify

Figure 1 illustrates Justify's interface. The interface is broken up into three columns: an
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information panel, a points panel, and a help panel. Though the majority of interactions will
involve the information or points panels.

The points panel is the center column and is the focus of the interface. This is where the
discussions and their hierarchical nature are displayed. Each point can be acted on in a variety of
ways including focusing on, selecting, and editing. The point that is at the top of this panel is
called the focus point, as it is the focus of the discussion that you are currently observing. The
point highlighted in yellow is called the selected point. Clicking on any point will select it, while
double clicking it will begin editing it.
Enter a command or new point title.

Make anew pot
litle Should we hire joe1
.

Next ikelytype/subype
ype question

*systein.

user

subye'; proorcon
Used for a yes or no, true or false, pro or con
questions.
pres-most
description-,

Figure 2: Justify's informationpanel when
making a new point.

The information panel typically consists of a text box at the top and information about the
currently selected point beneath it. The text box is called the command line since you can input
either commands to alter the interface or a title for a new point. Once a point title has been
entered, the pane changes to allow the user to edit the details of the point. The exact fields that
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can be edited depend on the type and subtype of the point. An example is shown in Figure 2.
Lastly, the help pane is used to show information about recent updates to Justify or help
pages. The help page that is shown is generally based on the type of point that is currently
selected. However, the page provides links to other similar types and subtypes of points.
Clicking on these links will update the displayed page appropriately.
Justify is considered to be a language for representing discussions, where the interface is
an interactive development environment (IDE) for that language [2]. This drives the complexity
of the interface, and makes it an interesting application for demonstrating steptorials.
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4. Steptorials
Justify Steptorial

1 .Start a Justif discussion about whether you

should hire Joe.

A
V
Do it for me

Guide me through it

Let me do it

Figure 3: An example steptorialwindow in Justify

A steptorial is an interactive tutorial based on the control structure of a programming

language stepper. Conceptually, the interface steps necessary to complete a steptorial example
are much like lines of a program, but described in plain English as opposed to programming
language code. By following the metaphor of a code stepper, the user is able to step through the
examples much like a programmer would step through code. A steptorial is also reversible,
inspired by the program stepper ZStep [4], allowing the user to step backwards through the
example.
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Like traditional steppers, the steptorial displays the steps of an example as well as a
program counter that indicates which instruction is about to be executed. The program counter is

represented by a purple arrow as depicted in Figure 2. The user has the option of Stepping Back
(the triangle pointing up), Stepping Into (the image of a person diving into a pool), or Stepping
Over (the triangle pointing down) the current instruction. Stepping Back undoes the operations
in the previous step, returns the result, and moves the program counter backwards to the previous
instruction. Stepping Into an instruction dives down into the details of how the instruction is
evaluated, which is recursively stepped. Stepping Over an instruction executes it, retums the
result, and moves the program counter forward to the next expression. Further, the user may
Step Back and Up (the two triangles pointing up) or Step Over and Up (the two triangles pointing
down) a set of instructions.

With this metaphor, we are able to break down high level application goals into lower
level substeps, down to the level of basic interface interactions such as clicks and keyboard
entries.
As a tutorial, steptorials provide the user with three options for approaching the current
step: the interface can do the current step, the interface can provide a guided demonstration how
to do the step, or the user can attempt the step on their own. The latter option allows the user

unimpeded use of the interface while they attempt the step. During this time, they are provided
with two options: IDidIt and Qops. The first signals success while the latter signals failure of
the current step.
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Justify Steptorial

Justify Steptorial

Start a Justijfy disc

Start a Justify disc! Respond with the pro 1

1. Create a Justify question Should we hire Joe?

1. Click the point titled 'Should we

2. Respond with the pro: 'Yes. he is really smart!

2. In the command line, type 'Yes, he is really
smart!' and hit return

3. Respond to the pro with the con: No he
doesn't have any publications'

DO it forrn

-Gud me ttroug

hire Joe?

3. Click the 'Save' button to save the point

Let me doit

Do it for me Guide me through it

Figure 4: Steptorialwindow

Let me do it

Figure 5: Steptorialwindow after Step In
operation

4.1 As A Stepper
Steptorials demonstrate how a specific high level user goal would be performed on an
interface by identifying and walking through the steps necessary to complete that task. This
method of navigating instructions relates to a code stepper, which allows programmers to step
through the lines of code that complete a program. This relationship easily allows the stepper
metaphor.
Each steptorial has a goal and a list of substeps. The goal is a plain English sentence that
informs the user what the current objective is while the substeps are the lower level actions that
need to be completed in order to successfully complete the goal of the steptorial. The lowest
level actions will be interface interactions: things such as clicks and keyboard input that will
directly manipulate the interface. These instructions will also have a written specification that
identifies what interface elements require interaction and specifies what the interaction is.
According to the stepper metaphor the steptorial would then be a method within a program,
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substeps would be function calls, and interface interactions such as clicks would be the low level
operations.
As with any stepper, the user can Step Over an instruction or Step Into any instruction to
see what the components of that instruction are. However, steptorials also allow the user to Step
Over and Up to do all the remaining instructions at the current level. Though, more interestingly,
steptorials allow the user to Step Back over an instruction or Step Back and Up over a batch to
undo them.
SteppingInto an instruction changes scope of the instructions by going into a lower level
of abstraction. Specifically, Stepping Into an instruction will change the scope to focus on the
substeps of the current step, allowing the user to see what lower level actions are done to
accomplish the goal of the step. Figure 3 shows a set of instructions for a steptorial, where the
current instruction is "Respond with the pro: 'Yes, he is really smart!"'. To the right, in Figure 4,
we see the resulting substeps from diving in on that instruction. Since the instructions in Figure
4 are interface interactions, they do not have substeps to Step Into.
Stepping Over an instruction will execute all the substeps of that instruction. This will be
done by doing a depth first search over the instruction tree to execute all the low level
instructions in order. Continuing with our example in Figures 3 and 4, Stepping Over the current
instruction in Figure 3 will execute all of the instructions in Figure 4 in order. Since all of these
instructions are interface interactions, there are no substeps to examine. If instead one of the
instructions did have substeps, it would be searched until it reached interface interactions to
execute. After this, the purple arrow will now point at the instruction "Respond to the pro with
the con: 'No, he doesn't have any publications"'.
Stepping Over and Up behaves similar to Stepping Over an instruction, except it steps
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over the remaining instructions at the level. Following our example, pressing Step Over and Up
would not only step over the current instruction but would also step over the instruction
"Respond to the pro with the con: 'No, he doesn't have any publications"'. The instructions

would then be replaced with their higher level instructions, and the purple arrow would point to
the next instruction.
Stepping Back over an instruction will undo the substeps of that instruction. This will be
done by doing a depth first search backwards over the instruction tree to find all the low level
instructions in reverse order. Using the specification of the low level interactions, the necessary
steps needed to undo each action will be determined and subsequently executed. This will leave
the interface in a state where the previous instruction is ready to be executed. For our example,
pressing Step Back will walk backwards through the substeps of the instruction "Create a Justify
question 'Should we hire Joe?"' and determine steps are needed to undo this interface interaction.

Upon completing this, the purple arrow will point to that instruction and the interface will be
reverted back to a state where the question "Should we hire Joe?" has not been asked.
Stepping Back and Up behaves like Step Over and Up but corresponds to undoing steps
as opposed to executing them. Therefore it will undo all of the steps at the current level and
return the interface to the corresponding state.

4.2 As A Demonstration
The Do It ForMe option that is provided to the user acts as a demonstration on how to do
the current step. It behaves the same as the Step Over function: walking through the instructions
and executing them in sequential order. By simulating the expected interactions this way, the
user can see what they are supposed to do to complete the current step.
15

By using this style of demonstration as opposed to video, the user is able to see the
interactions in the context of their own application. This saves the user from having to switch

between the view of the help and the view of the application. Both styles provide little autonomy
to the user, as they can only watch as either form demonstrates the task. However, videos

provide the user the option to pause or quit before the video is complete. In the case of the
simulation, once the user initiates it, they must see it through to the end.

Type 'Yes, he is really smart!' into the
command line and press enter. Justify
will use this input as the title to a point
and will infer that it is a pro.

Enter a command or new point title.

Back Next

Figure 6: A stop on a guided tour

4.3 As A Guide
The Guide Me Through It option that is provided to the user acts as a guided tour of how
to do the current step. As opposed to actually executing the step like the Do It ForMe option,
these tours identify what element the user is expected to interact with and provides more detailed
instructions as to what is happening within the interface. Not every stop in a tour requires
interaction, some can be purely informational. Thus there can be multiple stop per interaction.
The tour uses a stencil based approach [5] to show the user how to do a step. This is done
by graying out and blocking interactions with the interface, except for the element that the user is
to interact with. Text describing the interface and the expected interaction is provided as a tool
16

tip next to this element.
Similar to the Do It ForMe option, these guided tours provide a guide in the context of
the local application. When compared to text based tutorials, these guided tours save the user

from the burden of having to locate the elements with only a text description by graying out
everything but the interface element that is to be interacted with. While this option provides the
user with more autonomy than the Do It ForMe option since they can go forward and back as
they please or even exit a tour, it does not provide as much autonomy as a text based tutorial
since any action not involving the current interface element is ignored.

4.4 Authoring Steptorials
Currently steptorials are not automatically generated, and therefore have a strict format

that the author must adhere to in order to display and navigate the steptorial correctly. The
steptorial itself is a JSON object with a field for the goal of the steptorial and a field for the list
of substeps. The goal is a string of what the current objective is. Each element in the list of
substeps is another JSON object with similar fields and corresponds to a lower level goal needed
to accomplish the higher goal. This structure is what allows the steptorial to have the
hierarchical set of instructions that can be stepped through.
The lowest level of substeps, the interface interactions, require two extra fields: a step
specification and a tour. The step specification is another JSON object that provides all of the
information necessary to complete the step. The tour is a list of containing the information
needed to provide the Guided Tours. The reason that these fields are only necessary for the
interface interactions is that it lessens the burden on the author when writing a steptorial. The
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information necessary to execute or give a tour of a higher level instruction is the aggregate of
this information from the substeps. Thus, by programmatically searching an instruction's
substeps for this information, the author doesn't need to provide this redundant information.

Step Kind

Extra Fields

Button Click

Name of the Button Clicked
Name of new point if the button saves a point

Command line entry

Typed text

Edit new point field

Name of field to be edited
New value for the field

Menu selection

Path to selected menu item

Select point

Name of point to be selected
Table 1: Step kinds in Justify.

The step specification must clearly define the interaction that must occur in the current

step. Since these are low level interactions, they can easily be grouped together into step
"kinds". As seen in Table 1, the possible kinds of steps in Justify are button clicks, typing into a
command line, editing new point information, menu selections, and point selections. This

grouping makes it easier to update the possible actions as the application updates and is easily
portable to other applications.
In order to completely specify the step, more information will be needed to be provided
depending on the kind of step to be executed. As an example, the specification for typing into
Justify's command line would require identifying the step kind as a command line entry as well
as what text the user should be entering. Similarly, the specification for clicking on a button
would require identifying the step kind as a button click and providing the name of the button. If
the button is on a pop-up window, the name should include this information by identifying the
name of the pop-up window as well. Further, if the button is a Save button, the author is
18

expected to provide a name for the created point. This will allow the author to refer to this point
in the remainder of the steptorial.

Justify Steptorial
Start a Justift disc Respond with the pro

4

1. Click the point titled 'Should we hire Joe?
2. In the commandline type Yes, he isrealy
smart!' and hit return
3. Click the 'Save' button to save the point

Doitor e

Guideme throughit

Letmedoit

Figure 7: A steptorialwindow consistingof low level
instructions

For reference and example, Figure 5 has been replicated above. Step one in this window
would be classified as a step of kind Select Point. The specification would then consist of this
classification and the name that the author gave to the point 'Should we hire Joe?'. The
specification for the second step would include the step kind of Command Line Entry as well as
the text 'Yes, he is really smart!'. Lastly, the specification for the final step would identify the
step kind of Button Click, identify the button as the Save button, and provide a name for the

newly created point.
Similarly, the tour must clearly define how the interface will walk the user through a step
when using the Guide Me Through It option. For each stop on the tour, the author must identify
the important interface element at that time, the text that is to be displayed to the user, and where
the text is to be displayed relative to the element. The interface element is the one that will be
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emphasized during the stop, while the remainder of the interface will be grayed out. The
provided text will then be shown to the user in a tool tip next to the element. The tool tip can
appear North (above), East (to the right), South (below), or West (to the left) of the emphasized
element.
An example corresponding to the images in figures 3-5 and 7 can be found in the
appendix.

4.5 Saved States
Standard debuggers also provide a snapshot of the current values of program variables,
demonstrating the state of the program. The actual state of the interface behaves similarly,
updating as the user steps through steptorial instructions. However, the user isn't monitoring the
state of the interface to assure that the steptorial executed an instruction correctly, the user is
learning how the steptorial executed an instruction. Therefore, to insure proper behavior, the
steptorials save a state internally that it uses to verify that instructions have indeed been done
correctly. When initiated, a steptorial internally walks through the steps and uses the step
specifications to build and store a description of the expected state at each step.
The initial state representation is empty, as there is no expectation of what the interface
should be when the user begins a steptorial. Internally, the steptorial does a depth first
navigation of the steps and updates the state representation based on each step. For simplicity,
only elements of the interface deemed significant are monitored in the state representation. For
Justify, the important elements that are are in the state representation are: which point is focused
on, which point is selected, whether a dialog box is up, the state of the left pane, and what points
from the current steptorial have been created or deleted.
20

As stated, the state is saved at each each step for reference. There are two possible ways
that the state can be saved for each step: as a precondition or as a postcondition. Saving the state
as a precondition would be to save the state corresponding to a step before the step has begun,
thus it represents what state the interface should be in when beginning a step. Saving the state
as a postcondition would instead be to save the state corresponding to a step after the step has
been executed, thus it represents what state the interface should be in after a step has been
successfully completed.
In steptorials, the state is saved as a postcondition to each step. This method relates to
doing a step and verifying that it was done correctly before moving on to the next step. It is
believed that this method more closely resembles the expected behavior of the user.
The verification process is done by going through every field in the postcondition and
checking that the corresponding interface element matches value in the postcondition. If there is
no expected value for an interface element, it is ignored during the verification process. That is,
if there is an expectation for which point is focused on, which point is selected, whether a point
is being edited, if there is a pop-up window, or the hierarchy of created points in this steptorial
after a step, the interface will be checked to be sure that it matches. If any of these elements do
not match, the verification fails and the step is not considered to be done correctly. While most
of these are easy to test, the hierarchy of points proved to be slightly difficult to test.
The current state of the point hierarchy is stored in a JSON object and is used to verify
which points from the steptorial have been created or deleted. Initially, this object was intended
to create a mapping between the identification given to a point by the author and that given by
Justify. This allows the author to refer to points in the steptorial without needing to know or
change the way that Justify names the points. However, it was determined that more was needed
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from this mapping when it was discovered that it would be difficult to test the point hierarchy
from the interface alone.

It is difficult to use the interface to verify the point hierarchy created during a steptorial
for two reasons. First, if in the steptorial the user were to change focus such that a point created

within the steptorial is no longer visible, it would be difficult to test that this point exists. This
scenario could happen if the steptorial were to require the user to create two points, point A and

point B, then focus in on point B. After the last operation point A would no longer be visible on
the interface. However, it is important for verifying the progress of the steptorial to know that
this point was created and only information on currently visible points can be gathered from the

interface. Second, while Justify provides all the information for a point, including type, subtype,
and list of subpoints, the information provided by Justify on these points doesn't necessarily
update as often as needed. For example, if the user were to create a point A, the data provided by

Justify would show that point A has no children. If the user then creates a point B that is a
subpoint of point A, the data would still show that A has no children. It isn't until changing the
focus of the discussion that the information will be updated.

These two issues fueled the decision to increase the information provided by the
mapping tool. Instead of just containing the corresponding Justify identification for a point, the
information also includes a list of all of its subpoints as well as its superpoint, using the names
provided by the author. This allows the structure to be navigated similar to the hierarchy of the
points and thus is easily comparable to the expected state that is stored within the postcondition.
It is important to note that this mapping only includes some default Justify folders and points that
are created during the current steptorial.
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5. Issues With Undo
There are two forms of undo that occur within steptorials: an undo resulting from a Step
Back operation, and an undo caused by a user attempting to execute a problem themselves and
returning and giving up or failing. The different causes and nature of these operations makes
these two very different problems.
As previously described, Stepping Back over an instruction in a steptorial will walk
backwards through the set of instructions and undo each one. More specifically, the steptorial
will use the postconditions and step specifications to construct a set of steps that counteracts the
instruction that it is trying to undo. This assumes that the user has made no modifications to the
interface since arriving at a step. With this assumption, the state of the interface is unchanged
from the postcondition of the last step, which will then be used as the point of reference. The
step specification of the last step gives information as to what was executed, and can therefore be
used to build steps that counters this operation. The postcondition from the step prior to that step
can be used to get the information required for the extra fields needed for the counter steps.
Continuing with the example debate of whether or not Joe should be hired, suppose the
user completed the step creating the pro that Joe is smart. Suppose then that the user would like
to undo this step and clicks Step Back. The steptorial will note the current state as being the
postcondition of creating the pro and begin to undo the most recent operation: clicking the Save
button. What is needed to counter this would be a delete operation, so the steptorial will
construct the necessary steps delete this point. The next step to undo is a command line entry,
however the step that it creates is deleted and this step can be ignored. Finally, the steptorial
would try to undo the select operation. This would be done by deselecting the point, or selecting
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the point that was selected before this operation was executed. The reference to this point can be
retrieved from the postcon of the prior step. After building and executing these steps, the
interface will be in a state where the pro point had never been made.
The clear depiction of the state available when stepping forwards and backwards through
the steptorial allows for a relatively easy approach to undoing tasks. However, difficulty arises
when the users interactions are taken into account. Should the user decide to attempt the step for
themselves and fail or change their mind, the state of the interface needs to be returned to that
specified by the most recent postcondition.
Currently this is done by examining how the current state differs from the desired state.
Potential differences could be that a point needed for the steptorial was deleted, the user focused
on a different part of the discussion, or the user is no longer editing a point. With this
information, the necessary steps to return the interface to the desired state can be created.
Deleted points can be re-added, focus can be returned to the appropriate point, and new point
dialog can be restored.
While these steps should generally be able to be created, they may not always be, and
when they are the execution order is important. Thus the steps are ordered such that steps that
are more disruptive to the interface are executed first. Steps such as restoring the point hierarchy
are considered to be more disruptive than operations such as command line entries since they
consist of more than one step and effect more parts of the interface. Arranging the steps in such
a manner allows for more drastic changes to occur first before converging to the desired state.
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6. Why Steptorials?
Steptorials allow for more varying approaches to learning than other help systems do.
While research on tutorials in learning has continued, a large number of help systems still consist
of large help documentation and/or videos. Simply including more base level tutorials will not

necessarily result in more people learning the functionality of complex applications.
Steptorials provide deep specifications of example instructions by hierarchically breaking
down high level goals into lower level actions. This ensures that the user can remain engaged
with the instructions regardless of the information they need and how they leam.
Straightforward tutorials are unable to do this as they have only one level to present the
necessary information. This results in the tutorial designer deciding what information is

presented for the user's learning and limiting the effectiveness of the tutorial for users of differing
cognitive styles.

By providing the ability to have the steptorial do or lead the user through an instruction,
the steptorial is a tool that allows for varying the autonomy of the user while remaining in the

context of the application. This allows the user to not only focus on what they need to learn, but
also to learn in a way that is best suited for them.
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7. Fitting Steptorials In Other Applications
In this thesis, steptorials have been demonstrated on the Justify application. However,
they are useful in any application and it is important to understand what is needed in order to
apply steptorials to other applications.
Since the interface simulates the users interactions, changes to the application's code
should be minimal if any. However, the steptorial author will need a documented way to refer to
the interactive elements of the interface such as buttons and text inputs. Similarly, the designer
will need a way to get relevant information concerning the state of the interface to modify and
compare with the state representation.
While the possible step kinds have been designed to be minimal, they may not be
sufficient in describing the behavior of another application. Thus the information stored in a
step's specification would need to be reconsidered, while the architecture doesn't need to be
changed. Similarly, the information stored in the state representation that is needed to verify that
a step has been done will need to be reconsidered.
The majority of the code for navigating the steptorials and executing steps should largely
remain the same, however the tours could need a large change. Since Justify is a web
application, the steptorials were coded in JavaScript so they two would mesh. The tours utilize a
jQuery plugin that assists in customizing and displaying tutorial trips. Moving to an application
that isn't a web application would then require that an alternative plugin be found or developed.
The majority of these issues are not difficult to implement, however their design is
nontrivial. Most of these will require an in depth knowledge of how the application and works
and what exactly happens when an interaction occurs.
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8. Future Work
This work on steptorials has set a precedent in the field of tutorials, however it can still be
improved upon. The next steps will focus on testing and broadening the use of steptorials to
educational use.

8.1 Testing
An important next step in the development of steptorials is user testing. When first
arriving at the landing page of the Justify application, the user is presented with the option to
watch a tutorial video that discusses the use of Justify and gives an example demonstration.
After logging in, Justify then offers the user three options: take a short tour of the interface, start
a decision, or use Justify. The tour uses the same stencil style tour that are used in the steptorials
Guide Me Through It option. By starting a decision, the user is shown a pop-up window that
gives an overview of Justify and a text box where the user can begin a discussion. This
discussion is then created and another pop-up discusses how the user can edit points contributing
to the discussion. The use Justify option forgoes any form of tutorial.
Within Justify there is also a glossary that defines the core concepts used in the
application such as points, types, and assessments. Justify further provides a page on each type
of point describing its uses, potential subtypes, and how this type of point is assessed within a
discussion.
Testing of the steptorials could be done in two rounds. The users could be split between
using Justify with its standard help features and using Justify with steptorials. This round of
testing would measure how well the users completed a task given the brand of help. The
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interface could be modified to collect statistics on clicks and time on tasks. This would allow for
measurement of how long it took users to complete a step and how many erroneous clicks there
were. These statistics could be used to test the hypothesis that steptorials are better than the
conventional help for learning complex applications.
In the second round, the users would use the other version of the interface. This round
would be followed by a feedback survey from the user. The questions would pertain to the
usability, efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction of the use of steptorials as compared to the
standard help on a 7-point Likert scale. This information would be used to test the hypothesis
that users would be more willing to learn complex applications if they were provided with
steptorials. Further feedback would also help to improve the design of the steptorials.

8.2 Educational Uses
Thus far the discussion of steptorial use has remained in the realm of complex
applications such as Justify. However, it isn't difficult to imagine steptorials being used in other
procedural tasks, such as ones in an online class. Steptorials could be used to walk students
through example problems involving physics and mathematics using the same hierarchical
structure of instructions. Also, the nature of steptorial's guided tours could help to answer the
questions that students of online classes have. The stencil based tour draws their attention to the
task at hand and provides a real time explanation of the step; something they might not get
otherwise.
As in the user testing, the interface can be modified slightly to collect statistics on usage.
Statistics on how many times a steptorial was referenced, and in particular how many times a
particular instruction was referenced, as well as time spent on steptorials can be collected and
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provided to the instructor. This information could be used by the instructor to help address any
issues that the students may be facing.

8.3 Authoring Tool
An important task in getting steptorials more widely used would be to make the authoring
process simpler. Currently, the author needs to code the steptorial using JavaScript. This then
requires that they know the proper syntax as well as the information needed to specify a step or
how to get that information from the interface. Unfortunately, this is a large burden for the
author; resulting in a steep learning curve as well as a lot of memorized information. A tool such
as a form or even a steptorial could be created to help address this issue.
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9. Conclusion
We need better, more flexible ways to allow users to learn new applications and concepts
quickly. The steptorial is a new paradigm for mixed-initiative learning that can address the
issues faced when learning new applications and concepts. It allows the user to choose at any
moment, between passively watching a demonstration of that step, being guided through how to
do that step, or trying it themselves; thus varying the autonomy of the help. Since each steptorial
focuses on a small, but nontrivial and relevant example of the application within the application,
it minimizes risk and remains in context. Due to their hierarchical structure, steptorials support
different cognitive styles by allowing both top-down and bottom-up learning. By addressing
these, steptorials stand to be a powerful tool in the future of online learning.
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Appendix
The following code is an example of the input that a steptorial author would need to give
when designing a steptorial. This particular example corresponds to the steptorial in Figures 3-5.
The variables that are defined using the create trip method are the variables that contain the
information for the guided tours. These are later placed into the tour fields for the steptorial
JSON objects.

var demo-trip_1=create-trip([
["#command", "e",
"<div style='width:300'>Type <b>'Should we hire Joe?'</b> into the command
line and press enter. "+

"Justify will use this input as the title to a point and will infer
that it is a <b>pro or con question</b>."]

]);
var demo trip_2=create-trip([
"<div style='width:300'>By clicking on the <i>Save</i> button,

"

+

["#saveassubpointbutton", "e",

+

"this point will be saved as a subpoint of "

+

"the currently selected point (in the center pane).</div>"
"Do it."]

I);
var demo trip_3=create-trip([

"

+

"To the left of its title is an icon representing its type.

"

+

+

['#pointspanel', "w",
"Our new point appears in the center pane. "

+

"The left arrow points at the 'assessment' of the point "

"which is automatically created by Justify. This represents
"a summary of the point and its subpoints, if any."

],
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["#point s_panel", "w",
"Click on the point titled <i>'Should we hire Joe?'</i> to select it.

"+

"Points created while it is selected will be in response to this point"]

var demo-trip 4=create trip([
["#command", "e",
"<div style='width:300'>Type <b>'Yes, he is really smart!'</b> into the
command line and press enter. "+
"Justify will use this input as the title to a point and will infer
that it is a <b>pro</b>."]

I);
var demo trip_5=create-trip([

"<div style='width:300'>By clicking on the <i>Save</i> button,

"

+

["#saveassubpoint button", "e",

+

"this point will be saved as a subpoint of "

"'Should we hire Joe?' (in the center pane).</div>"]

var demo trip_6=create-trip([
['#pointspanel', "w",

"

+

"To the left of its title is an icon representing its type.

"

+

+

"Our new point appears in the center pane. "

+

"The left arrow points at the 'assessment' of the point "

"which is automatically created by Justify. This represents
"a summary of the point and its subpoints, if any."

["#points_panel", "w",
"Click on the point titled <i>'Yes, he is really smart!'</i> to select it."+
"Points created while it is selected will be in response to this point"]

var demo trip_7=create-trip([

["#command", "e",
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"<div style='width:300'>Type <b>'No, he doesn't have any publicaions'</b>
into the command line and press enter. "+
"Justify will use this input as the title to a point and will infer that
it is a <b>con</b>."]
I);
var demo trip_8=create-trip([
["#saveassubpointbutton", "e",
+

"<div style='width:300'>By clicking on the <i>Save</i> button, "
+

"this point will be saved as a subpoint of "

"'Should we hire Joe?' (in the center pane).</div>"]
]);
steptorial

=

[

{goal: "Start a Justify discussion about whether you should hire Joe.",
substeps: [

{goal: "Create a Justify question 'Should we hire Joe?'

",

substeps:[
{goal:"In the command line, type 'Should we hire Joe?' and hit
return",
stepspec:{kind:"cmdlineentry", text:"Should we hire Joe?"},
tour: demotrip_1,
substeps:[]},
{goal:"Click the 'Save' button to save the point",
step_spec:{kind:"click_button", buttontitle: "Save",
title:"Should we hire Joe?", clientID:"hire?"},
tour: demotrip_2,
substeps:[]},
1,
{goal:"Respond with the pro: 'Yes, he is really smart!"',
//stepspec:{kind:"set type", type:"idea"},
substeps:[

{goal:"Click the point titled 'Should we hire Joe?'",
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stepspec:{kind:"selectpoint", clientID:"hire?"},
tour: demotrip_3,
substeps:[]},

{goal:"In the command line, type 'Yes, he is really smart!' and
hit return",
stepspec:{kind:"cmdlineentry", text:"Yes, he is really
smart!"},
tour: demotrip_4,
substeps:[]},

{goal:"Click the 'Save' button to save the point",
stepspec:{kind:"clickbutton", buttontitle:"Save",
title:"Yes, he is really smart!", clientID:"hire_pro"},
tour: demotrip_5,
substeps:[]},
]},
{goal:"Respond to the pro with the con: 'No, he doesn't have any
publications' ",
//stepspec:{kind:"setsubtype",

subtype:'(no subtype)'},

substeps:[

{goal:"Click on the point titled 'Yes, he is really smart!'",
stepspec:{kind:"selectpoint", clientID:"hirepro"},
tour: demotrip_6,
substeps:[]},

{goal:"In the command line, type 'No, he doesn't have any
publications' and hit return",
step_spec:{kind:"cmdlineentry", text:"No, he doesn't have
any publications"},
tour: demotrip_7,
substeps:[]},
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{goal:"Click the 'Save' button to save the point",
stepspec:{kind:"clickbutton",

buttontitle:"Save",

title:"No, he doesn't have any publications",
clientID:"hirecon"},
tour: demotrip_8,
substeps:[]},

] },
] }];
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